
"Paint it with

LUSTAR
and you'll double its life!"

That goes for gates, yards, fences, buildings,,
trailers, implements, silos, horse-, cow-, and

stack-covers, tarpaulins, etc., etc.

Since first marketed in 1944, Lustar has

made firm friends all over New Zealand,
because of its simplicity in use, and

reliable performance. Lustar Improved Tar-

Base Paint is equally good for metals,
timbers (including pinus), or fabrics. In
black only: Gallons 25/-; 4-gallons > 80/-;
45-gallon drums (railage free) £3O.

Order from your Stock Firm or

Hardware Dealer.

N.2. Distributors:

McGill Agencies, Box 1507, Wellington.
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FOR
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frubber BAND

Farmers, you can't get even weight on

all four quarters weighting claws with

stones or scraps of iron—throw them

- away and replace with Mill's Cup
Weights. Mill's Cup Weights are made in
various sizes'to fit most makes of cups.
They ensure even weight on all teats,
eliminate stripping and give cleaner,
faster milking.
Mill's Cup Weights fit around the
bottom portion of the cup, they're
simple to fit, easily removed. You'll get
better results by using Mill's Cup
Weights right from the commencement
of milking.
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MILL’S CUP

WEIGHTS
N.2. PAT. APP. No. 116455

So/e Distributors:
TITCHENER NOTON LTD.,

BOX 927, AUCKLAND.
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PUMPS 200 GALLONS PER HOUR jRBMFw
with a maximum total head of 150ft or JO
65lbs pressure. The ideal pump for yBWI
household artesian water supply. £l7/10/- X
COMPLETE (less motor). Price includes

careful packing and free delivery to

nearest port or railway.

Wholly Designed and Manufactured by
W. H. PRICE & SON LTD.

34-36 Manchester Street, Christchurch. Est. 1879. P.O. Box 1084.
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LOOK What you get from

■ Minerals such as MAGNESIUM and

MANGANESE essential for chloro-
VI .</ . phyll formation in plants.

W Important trace minerals such as IRON,
fi • fir T* W

copper MOLYBDENUM, COBALT.

„ Andevery cwt. of Belgian Basic Slag
tlWsupplies the equivalent of I cwt. of

WM«Mr LIME.

AND REMEMBER TOO!

BELGIAN BASIC SLAG has a lasting

f
fertilising effect, as its phosphates are

not leached out of the soil by rain.

BUY

iLAXtfiLArfJ BELGIAN

BASIC SLAG
Guaranteed P
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Guaranteed solubility


